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Skilled and lively

Digging through the motivations of ordinary people
THE Imagined Child (reviewed on
this page) is Jo-Anne Richards’s fifth
novel, after she burst onto the literary scene in 1996 with her first
book, The Innocence of Roast Chicken. She teaches creative writing,
and lectures at Wits University.
Margaret von Klemperer spoke to
her.
The Imagined Child is a fascinating
look into platteland South Africa,
struggling to get to grips with the
new order. There is a certain
amount of head-in-the-sand attitude in Nagelaten. Do you have
sympathy with this?
For me, writing is a descriptive,
rather than a prescriptive, process.
I don’t write to grab my readers by
the throat and force them to understand what I think I already know.
That’s not my purpose at all.
I would rather rummage around
in the motivations and actions of ordinary people. I believe this is the
importance — and the joy — of fiction. It’s a way for us to explore what
makes us tick, as a nation and as individuals.
I suppose, we all tend to put our
heads in the sand, to a greater or
lesser extent, in different areas of
our lives. I don’t think it’s a good
thing, but I do have empathy for human flaws. That is why I’m a writer.
You live in Johannesburg: have you
ever longed to give a move to rural
peace and quiet a go?
Oh yes, I certainly have. Don’t most
of us poor deprived Gautengers? I

I did a fair bit of research, interviewed a number of experts and
read a couple of books on the subject. In the end, though, I hope I’ve
managed to write a book about all
of us. I suppose the idea is that we’re
all damaged in some way — and do
damage to our children.
The extent to which we come to
terms with this damage, and whether or not we are able to forgive, determines the kind of adults we become and, ultimately, parents.
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JoAnne Richards, author of ‘The
Imagined Child’.
grew up in the Eastern Cape, so I
miss being able to see the sea.
I miss the wildness of that landscape and the freedom of being in
a smaller town, where it’s easier to
get away from messages, phones,
cars and sirens. I need that, sometimes, as a writer.
The issue of genetic/inherited disorders is important in the book.
How difficult was the research for
this?
I have always had an interest in
these issues. My social responsibility work is as national chair of the
Southern African Inherited Disorders Association.

Despite big issues, there is plenty
of humour in The Imagined Child.
Do you see humour as an indispensable part of fiction?
I think it’s immensely important to
vary the pace for readers. If the subject is too unrelentingly serious, it’s
hard to hold their attention.
Perhaps this is the way I see life
as well. We have serious issues, but
if we don’t see the humour in everyday life, we may as well just give up.
You teach creative writing. Does
this make being a writer easier, or
harder? Are you hypercritical
about your own work? And which
other writers have influenced your
work?
Since I’ve been teaching creative
writing, my own writing has improved. I have no doubt that my
knowledge of the craft has refined
the way I write.
I don’t allow myself to be hypercritical on a first draft. But on the
second draft I get vicious. That’s
when you have to get it right.

When I was growing up, my parents had wonderful bookshelves. I
read everything, from Balzac and
Boccaccio to all their first-edition
Rudyard Kiplings.
I learnt about intensity from William Faulkner and William Styron,
about lyricism from Laurie Lee and
T.S. Eliot (especially Murder in the
Cathedral, which I still adore),
about irony from Jane Austen and
sex from Stuart Cloete and Richard
Mason’s The World of Suzie Wong.
More recently, I learnt about humour from Mordechai Richler,
about characters from Michael
Chabon, Jennifer Egan and Maggie
O’Farrell ... I could go on and on.

BOOK OF THE WEEK: A sharp and moving
story of contemporary South Africa
BOOK REVIEW
The Imagined Child
Jo-Anne Richards
Picador Africa
LIVING in a city and dealing with rushhour traffic and urban crime can cause
a hankering for the simpler life.
The urge to move to a small town,
to experience a close-knit community
and to get back to “real” values, whatever they may be, is a strong one.
In The Imagined Child, Jo-Ann Richards’s protagonist, Odette, gives in to
the urge.
Her child has gone overseas as part
of the gap-year brigade, and her job
as a writer on a TV soap opera can be
done just as well in Nagelaten as in Johannesburg. She goes to the city once
a week anyway to see her psychologist
and can combine this with a writers’
meeting.
So she sinks her savings into a coffee
shop, as decent coffee is going to be a
novelty in Nagelaten, finds a property
at the wrong end of town and tells herself this is the life.
However, small towns have their
crimes, both petty and major, and their
secrets and lies. And what Odette is really running away from is herself.
The issues, which she has always
found hard to face, will travel with her,
and things get worse when her problematic daughter, Mandy, is suspected
of killing a child in her charge in England.
One of the most fascinating strands
in the book is the way Richards shows
how a small, rural, Afrikaans community, which currently sees itself beleaguered, closes in on itself.
For the people of Nagelagten, there
are things that are better not probed
too deeply, and not faced.
It is only when Odette realises to
what an extent this is a doomed strategy, that there is a hope of redemption
for her.
Whether there will be redemption
for Nagelagten, the reader is left wondering.
Richards’s writing is skilled and lively. She also knows how to keep the ten-

How do you see the current state
of South African writing?
I think the current state of writing
is great. I just wish we could say the
same about South African reading.
We are producing books of enormous quality in many different genres. Yet we have a tiny reading public.
I must say that I fear a society that
doesn’t read. Not only does it make
us ignorant, but I believe reading
develops empathy.
What are you reading now?
I have been reading three books for
a panel I’m facilitating at the Franschhoek Literary Festival. I identified particularly with the vivid sense
of my home town, Port Elizabeth, in
Marguerite Poland’s Captured by
Birds and Life Under Water, by Ken
Barris.

Entertaining chick lit that will have you hooked
BOOK REVIEW
Thirty Second World
Emma van der Vliet
Penguin Books
I GET a total thrill every time I read
a fantastic book by a South African
woman. Thirty Second World is light
chick lit that entertains the whole
way through.
The setting is a Cape Town advertising agency and the main player
is the ambitious, acerbic Alison, better known as Al. A hardcore workaholic, she holds a senior position at
the agency, has two small children
and a partner who causes her no
small number of headaches.
The novel begins with Beth’s first

day on the job. She’s new and eager
to carve her own niche in the industry.
She falls under Al’s team and, despite Beth’s misgivings about the
swearing, shouting alpha-female
Al, the two hit it off and a good team
is the happy result.
Beth is a young woman whose relationship with Ben, a book editor,
is floundering. She adores him, but
he resents her new career and all
the time she spends away from him
at work.
The book meanders through the
setup of an advertising campaign,
which must be shot on location out
of town.
Egos abound as staff interact both

A little predictable, but enjoyable
BOOK REVIEW
Best Kept Secret
Jeffrey Archer
Macmillan
THE third book in this ongoing
series can be read as a standalone, but one will be drawn into
the plot that Archer has woven.
I admit that I have followed the
series with interest since meeting Lord Archer himself — and
I have enjoyed his books in the
past. In this one, he writes about
how a landmark decision is
made in the House of Lords and
one man, Giles Barrington, inherits the family title.
This is to change the course of
his life, as the other man in line
to inherit the title was Harry
Clifton, his best friend and brother-in-law. However, it is not Giles
who is the problem, but his new
fiancée (soon to be his wife) who
will turn against the Barrington
clan like a vicious piranha.
Giles is under her spell and he
seems blind to her antics. But his
mother is not and, before her

death, she sets in motion a sequence of events that will make
sure her family do not suffer
from the fallout of the marriage.
Meanwhile, Harry Clifton’s life
as an upcoming author is set in
motion and he jets off to the United States to launch his books. He
finds himself in the clutches of a
ruthlessly ambitious book agent.
On the home turf, his wife, Emma, goes on her own mission to
adopt her half-sister, who was

placed in an orphanage after her
father’s horrible death.
Their son, Sebastian, is not
quite as scholarly as they’d like.
His school career is full of misadventure. He had a rather uncompromising adventure with a
school-catering staffer, who left
him worldy wise about carnal
matters.
Despite this, he manages to
achieve a scholarship to the university, where his father and uncle went before him. Sebastian
makes some good friends at
school, but they are not all they
seem to be and their credentials
may be less than acceptable in
certain circles.
When Giles and Virginia’s
marriage finally crumbles, there
is no end to the lengths she will
go to bring down the Barrington
name. Barrington has to fight
tooth and nail to win his seat in
parliament, and this involves exposing corruption on election
day. A predictable, but enjoyable
read.
Trish Beaver

Exploiting labour in SA gold mines
BOOK REVIEW
South Africa’s Gold Mines
and the Politics of Silicosis
Jock McCulloch
Jacana
SILICOSIS is the primary occupational disease of the industrial
revolution, the consequence of
drilling, blasting and grinding.
Gold mining lies deep in the historical roots of South Africa’s political economy, apartheid labour policy in particular. And our
gold is notoriously hard to extract from ore with a high-silica
content.
Superficially, the gold mining
industry had a good track record
combating both silicosis and resultant pulmonary tuberculosis.
Government commissions and
statutes proliferated, while safety technology advanced steadily.
But monitoring health standards
was effectively in the hands of the
mining companies and a system
of racialised medicine. White
workers (miners), although exposed to severe conditions, were
relatively well treated regarding
wages, pensions and incapacity
compensation.
Black workers (boys) were mi-

grants subjected to mass and
cursory examination, who lived
in insanitary compound conditions on short contracts, before
repatriation to rural areas. Ninety percent of them were not given
exit examinations. Lack of data
about them encouraged a completely mythical picture of health
standards on South Africa’s
mines and an undeserved international reputation. When effective tuberculosis drugs became
available in the fifties, treatment
costs were recouped by the policy of reactivation, sending miners back underground to probable premature death. What was

dangerous for whites was lethal
for black mineworkers. Yet their
plight was largely invisible, although it became all too evident
after postmortem examinations
following sudden deaths.
Mining companies exported
silicosis and tuberculosis, a “tide
of disease” in McCulloch’s
words, to rural areas and neighbouring states, which bore staggering social and economic costs
that should have been extracted
from profit. Furthermore, companies encouraged the lie that
tuberculosis was imported to the
mines, denying the extent of
compensatible occupational disease. The Witwatersrand Native
Labour Association hospital had
1 200 beds to process the “sick
and broken”, but, with a few exceptions, company medical
practitioners maintained a conspiracy of silence around the extent and cause of miners’ illhealth.
This is a compelling account
based on thorough research and
told with sober restraint. It is a
major contribution to the scandalous history of labour exploitation by the South African mining
industry. Christopher Merrett

socially and professionally. The
banter is entertaining and hilarious
at times.
It was also interesting to read
about the immense effort that goes
into producing a fleeting 30-second
TV commercial.
As Beth and Al face their own personal crises, both must re-evaluate
if being caught up in the rat race of
the working world, and the enormous sacrifice this demands, is ultimately worth it.
It’s a lengthy book, but the pages
fly by as its twists and turns hook
the reader and keep you guessing
what fate will be dealt to each of the
woman next. It’s well worth a read.
Stephanie Saville

sion building, and has created a sharp
and moving story of contemporary
South Africa, with all its evasions and

guilt, as well as a shrewd look at individual lives.
Margaret von Klemperer

Two literary festivals to be held at Booktown Richmond
ANYONE planning a literary road trip
should be setting off now — literary
events seem to be proliferating.
Following the Franschoek Literary
Festival, coming up this weekend (for
more information, visit www.flf.co.za),
fans should head on to Booktown Richmond’s seventh anniversary festivals,
the J.M. Coetzee/Nobel Laureates and

Athol Fugard Festivals from May 23 to
May 25 at Richmond in the Karoo.
The first day will be dedicated to Athol
Fugard, described by Time Magazine as
the greatest living dramatist in the
world, with the emphasis in Richmond
on Fugard both as dramatist and actor.
Booktown Richmond has resurrected
the Fugard Festival, which used to be

held in Nieu Bethesda.
Activities over the weekend include
talks, lectures and documentaries and a
performance of Fugard’s Blood Knot by
Nanzikambe Arts.
Participants at the Richmond festivals
include Ross Devenish; Anton Naude;
Darryl Earl David, the founder of Booktown Richmond; Yves Vanderhaeghen;

Saleem Badat; Rosemary Smith; Ron Irwin, author of Flat Water Tuesday, who
will present a talk via Skype; John Nankin, who will talk about Helen Martins
of Owl House fame, and Daniel Hugo.
For more information, e-mail Darryl
David at cowboys@sai.co.za or visit
www.richmondnc.co.za
— Books Editor.

TELEVISION
SABC1
08:00: The Bold and the Beautiful (R)
08:30: Isidingo (PG) (R)
09:00: Generations (R)
09:30: Muvhango (R)
10:00: 227
10:30: Emzini Wezinsizwa (PG)
11:00: Culture Swop (R)
11:30: Selimathunzi (R)

SABC2
06:00: Morning Live
08:00: Parliament: A View from the
House
09:00: Tube
10:30: Rivoningo
11:00: It’s for Life
11:30: 48 Hours

SABC3
06:00: Expresso
08:30: Barney and Friends
09:00: URBO: The Adventures of Pax
Africa
09:30: Iconoclasts (13) (R)
10:30: Generations (R)
11:00: Isidingo (PG) (R)
11:30: 7de Laan (R)

etv

MNet

06:00: Sunrise
09:00: Rhythm City (PG13) (R)
09:30: Scandal! (PG13) (R)
10:00: 3rd Degree (PG13) (R)
10:30: The Young and the Restless
(PG13) (R)
11:30: Supernanny

07:00:
07:30:
08:30:
09:30:

Modern Family IV (13) (R)
Revenge (13) (R)
The Talk (R)
Arthur Christmas (PG)
Family. James McAvoy, Jim
Broadbent. (2011)
11:30: Two Broke Girls II (13SL)

12:00: Now or Never (R)
13:00: News
13:30: One Day Leader (R)
14:30: Ben 10 Ultimate Alien
15:00: YO! TV Wednesdays
16:00: The Cosby Show (PG13)
16:30: Teen Mom
17:28: Listen for a Moment (R)
17:30: News

12:00: Dr. Phil (PG)
13:00: Days of Our Lives (PG13)
(R)
14:00: The Bold and the Beautiful
(PG) (R)
14:30: 7de Laan (R)
15:00: Lies that Bind (PG)
15:30: Muvhango (R)
16:00: Hectic Nine-9
17:00: Naruto
17:30: News

12:00:
13:00:
13:27:
13:55:
14:45:

Hawaii Five-0 (PG)
News
Africa News Update
All My Children IX (PG)
Cooked Out of the Frying
Pan (PG) (R)
15:15: I am Woman (R)
15:45: Dr. Oz (PG)
16:35: 3Talk with Noeleen
17:30: Days of Our Lives (PG13)

12:30: Backstage (PG13) (R)
13:00: News
13:30: WWE Vintage Collection
(PG10V)
14:30: Peppa Pig
14:35: Cool Catz
15:00: Everything’s Rosie
15:30: Monsuno
16:00: Shiz Niz
16:40: The Young and the Restless
(PG13)
17:30: Medical Detectives (13V)

12:00: MasterChef Australia (R)
13:00: The Talk
14:00: NCIS: Los Angeles IV (16VL)
(R)
15:00: Arrow (16VL) (R)
16:00: Chicago Fire (13) (R)
17:00: Elementary (16) (R)

18:00: The Bold and the Beautiful
(PG)
18:30: The Link
19:00: Turn it Out
19:30: News
20:00: Generations
20:30: Zone 14
21:00: Khumbul’ekhaya
22:00: Sport Preview Show
23:00: The After Party

18:00:
18:27:
19:00:
19:30:
20:30:
21:00:
21:30:
22:00:
23:00:
00:00:
01:00:

18:30:
19:30:
20:00:
21:00:

18:00:
18:30:
19:00:
19:30:
20:00:
20:30:
21:30:
21:35:
22:05:
22:35:

18:00: MasterChef Australia
19:00: Go On (PG)
19:30: Million Rand Money Drop SA
(13)
20:30: Elementary (16)
21:30: CSI XIII (16VL) Series starts.
22:30: Californication VI (16SVNL)
23:00: The Mechanic (16SVNL)
Crime Action. Jason Statham,
Tony Goldwyn. (2011)
00:50: Safe House (16V) Action
Mystery. Denzel Washington,
Ryan Reynolds. (2012)

SOAPIES

A: ALL

Motswako (PG)
7de Laan
News
Pasella
News
Muvhango
Skwizas (PG)
Afro Café
Eureka (PG13) (R)
Open University
Dr. Phil (PG) (R)

L: STRONG LANGUAGE

News
Isidingo (PG)
Who’s Still Standing? (13)
Torchwood: Miracle Day (13)
(R)
22:00: Life II (16)
22:55: Sports Wrap
23:00: Rules of Engagement V
(PG13) (R)
23:30: Dr. Oz (PG) (R)
00:30: Africa News Update (R)
01:00: All My Children IX (PG)(R)
02:00: 3Talk with Noeleen (R)

N: NUDITY

PG: PARENTAL GUIDANCE

News
Rhythm City (PG13)
News
Scandal! (PG13)
Bette! (PG10)
WWE Smackdown (PG10V)
Live Lotto Draw
Cheaters (16VL)
News
Forget about it (13VNL)
Drama. Burt Reynolds, Robert
Loggia. (2006)
00:15: America’s Got Talent

R: REPEAT

S: SEX

V: VIOLENCE

GENERATIONS

7DE LAAN

MUVHANGO

ISIDINGO

MJ is stunned when Choppa lashes out;
and Queen doesn’t catch on when some
one commits industrial espionage right
under her nose.

How will Marcel react when she finds
out Ryno has been digging into her fa
ther’s past? And Vanessa’s getting suspi
cious about Xander’s strange behaviour.

Azwindini doesn’t want to hear what Su
san is trying to tell him; Busi gets her
own way; and Thandaza realises who
shot her.

Len drops a bombshell that shocks his
friends; Agnes starts picking up the pieces
of her life; and Nikiwe seems to be stuck
in a fantasy world.

RHYTHM CITY

SCANDAL

BINNELAND

THE WILD

Suffocate holds Naomi captive; and Re
neilwe tells Tshidi she should make a list
of pros and cons to help her decide be
tween William and Maidi.

Daniel hatches a plan to escape Cain’s
clutches; Maletsatsi has an idea of how
to make amends for her mistake; and
Mmadika offers Mrs Mgagi some help.

Coen is trapped in an office; Franz’s con
viction doesn’t have a good outcome; and
At is worried about the influence another
Kosterscandal will have on the clinic.

Will S’bu convince Wiseman to give him
a chance? Iris takes control of the yard
while Shadrack is away, and Jabu sees
where his bread can be buttered.

(SABC1, WEEKDAYS AT 20:00)

(E.TV, WEEKDAYS 18:30)

(SABC2, WEEKDAYS AT 18:30)

(SABC2, MONDAYS TO THURSDAY, 21:00)

(E.TV, MONDAYTHURSDAY, 19:30)

(MNET ANALOGUE & KYKNET, 18:30)
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Chris Beasley plays
Len in ‘Isidingo’ on
SABC3.

(SABC3, WEEKDAYS AT 19:30)

(MNET, WEEKDAYS 19:00)

